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IHTRODUCTORY l!OTE 

1. For the last fow' years it has been gratifying to see the emergence 

of several movements at progoting true economic co-operation between 

States either locc1ted in one and the same geographical area or having 

oertain political affinities. Attempts at regroupings followed, most 

of which have not yet taken fine..l shape" In ~ome cases, encouraging 

progress has been made, and the action planned by the Haghreb countries, 

by five countries within the Central African Economic and Customs Union, 

by the riparian countries of the Senegal River, East African Common 

Services etc~ h,1s ilow reached a su:ffj_cient stage to justify optimism 

that the first and 110cessary step "ill be taken towards the economic 

integr~tion of the continent~ namely, sub-1'egional economic co-operation. 

2, The fact that the African States are obviously ,i,ware that the3° must 

join"forces so as to engage vigorously in the struggle to speed up their 

economic and social develo1::iment~ as the fi1·st condition for the achieve

ment of our ends, is an U11c1oubted stimulant to our activities in this 

sphere o This - tender,c,:/ oa□e to the fcre durint-~· th,3 work ut the seventh 

session and ins1Jire<l th8 new policy in the activities of the Commission, 

namely, of promoting the 0.stablish;tc:mt of -~1otking parties, rescind-ing 

the decision to set up standin~ committees, decidj_ng to meet for sessions 

once every two years, ,q.-c;_C_ o.:..'"'gm1.izing sub--ref,::i.onal meetings,. 

3. In this context, therefG!'e ~ and o:..-i th,,:; basis of these signs of 

economic co-operation 9 c·onsid,:.:!ration 1rra:::.~ given to creating multilateral 

machinery for econom] c integ:r:-ation ~ coverir:g in particular the sub

regions. The paper entitled 11 ProposalG for the Estc:Dlishment of Sub

regional Inter-Gover!lmental Machinc~;y fol' E~onomic Integration in East 

Africa" (E/CN .14/LU/ECOP/8) was 11orked out with these favourable condi

tions in mind. 

4, Un the basis of this pa;,er and of the studies submitted to the 

Lusaka me-eting in October-November last, important decisions were taken 

by the cmmtries represent ad. at the meeting~ '11h2se resolutions are 
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contained in document E/ CN, 14/ 346, E/ CN .14/LU/ECOP/12 and are eloquent 

testimony to the determination, and also the realism and prudence with 

which the problems raised for discussion were tackled and solved. 

5, These reports, which ,1e have submitted to the present meeting, are 

in some way a model of the inter-governmental arrangemer.ts that might 

be made to f~cilitate industrial harmonization and other aspects of 

economic co-operation i,~ Centi·~l Africa. The proposals for institutional 

arrangements were only drawn up afte::- consultation \"Ii th Governments or 

groups of States. Proposals submitted fo~ the decision of governments 

in other sub-regions will necessarily have to reflect the wishes of those 

governments as far as they can be ascertained. 

6, East African inter-govern~ental consultation seems calculated to 

facilitate the process of industrialization at all stages. At the pre

investment stage, Africa and other developing areas which have not got 

their own 1-1lanning and consul tanc;r personne~ tend. to be at the mercy 

of feasibility and proJect reports drawn up ·by interested parties, 

directeci towards preconceived mot(.lod.s of productiun and sources of 

supply of equi?ment, and :priced in ac~or<lance with the interests of 

the sellers of equipment. ".'hese defects in pro,Jeot preparation are 

inevi tacly ref'leoted in high cos ts, o:::- low quality of the prcduc t, or, 

more frequently, totho 

7, It is a useful discipline that such feasibility studies should be 

subjected to the examination of other partners in &, system of economic 

co-operation whose interest lies in ensuring reasonable prices and good 

quality prof~ucts for --choir own people as consumers, rather than in getting 

the industry established for the purpooes of creating income and employ

ment. 

8,. Mistakes in progTamming the various interlocking aspects of indus-

trial projects, especially in constructing ancilliary facili t.les,. also 

tend ·to be (J.ui te frequent in countries to which industriali,;ation is a 

novel process. Inter-governmental consultations at the pre-investment 

stage should allow countries 11hich are sponsoring projects to make 
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concrete arrangements for the actual movement and trading of the products 

of the enterprise, ·esi,;ecially for the construction of the physical means 

of transport, usually req_uiring longer periods of implementation than the 

productive enterprises themselves, for the supply of power, water and 

drainage; and. for the training of personnel. All these aspects of indus

trial development should become increasingly better programmed as a 

r!':~-y.l t of inter-governmental consultation and -,crutiny by partners with 

varying interests. 

9, The corollary of ensuring suitable: ·and: economical techniq_ue~ of 

prod:ucticm, reasonable prices for equipment, and tolerable financial 

arrangements through more thorough work at the pre-investment stage 

should be that the degree of protection needed to ensu.re the vi abilfty 

of productive enterprises is correspondin1,·ly reduced. The experiences 

of other regions SUl,gest that in the rush towards industrialization in 

Africa the excessive use of protectionish devices would create long-term 

problems which, owing to the vested interests inevitably built up in 

the process, are particularly difficult to correct. The influence of 

potential consumer countries in the. preparation of an industrial proJect 

should particul_arly ensure that protection is used to support an infant, 

industry but does not become a permanent feature of Africa's indUBtrial 

economies, keeping up p:,ices and the cost of living and blunting incentives 

to technological progress. 

10. Al though this question has jet to be faced by the African GovernmEmts 

in detail,· it should be presumed that the, joint participation of a group 

of countries in the arrangement of financing for industrial proJects 

should cheapen the cost of external capital and, perhaps even more 

important, to make its other terms, such as repa,,ment periods, less onerous. 

Un the other hand, capital-exporting countries, which are 'faced with 

demands for capital assistance inevitably far in excess of the available. 

supply, should find in the inter-governmental institutions a forum for 

the identification of }Jriorities. Conversely, the degree of irrationality 

in the development of such assistance, often due to short-term political 

factors, should be minimi;;ed. The effectiveness of foreign capital 
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flowing into the industrial development of ,<frica should also be greatly 

improved by the market advantages which sub-regional co-operation offers. 

In particular, as far as private capital investment is concerned, the 

element of risk which makes the cost of capital to Africa so high, should 

be considerably reduced. 

11. Questions of the choice of location are of course of the essence 

of industrial harmonization. Experience suggests that technically optimum 

choices of location, however these are defined, cannot most of the time 

be expected. But a system of multinational co-operation in which the 

views of conswners and producers, and the .aspiration of each country to 

some degree of industrialization, are all balanced through a process of 

continuous consultation should serve as a mears of minimizing the extent 

of the departures from optimum solutions,, 

12, It is also already apparent that the reconciliation of the rival 

interests of different African countries in the field of industrial 

development is to be found through:a programme of seq_uential development 

of the elements in a unified multinational industry rather than through 

the permanent allocation of any given inaustry to one area to the 

exclusion of all others. The process of Joint lon0,-range planning which 

is im:plicit iri sub-regional -industrial harmonization should serve to 

make this obvious to the planning authorities in each participating 

country. Decisions Irhich, if taken in isolation, would lead to the 

construction of surplus capacity at the wrong times can then be taken 

in the light of reliable information on the supply and demand situation 

for the products or an industry in an identifiable market. Conversely, 

national industrial planning which is now often confined to an unsuitably 

short planning period, and sometimes influencecl by blind and random 

choices, should by this means become a more rational process. 

13. One of the sources of tensj.on in ctny arrangement for economic co

operation is the ineq_uali ties in the cornii tion:3 under "hich firms work 

in the different countries; ineq_ualities which arise inevitably with 

the chang·es in taxation, company law, etc., made by each country from 

' • 
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• time to time. If these conditions are allowed to diverge too radically, .. 
then the conflicts will tend to undermine the system of co-operation 

itself. ConseQuently, inter-governmental consultation has an important 

role to play in securing the resolution of these tensions in an orderly 

and amicable fashion. 

14. The above examples illustrate the manner in uhich inter-governmental 

co-operation through organized procedures can assist the process of 

industrialization at its various stages in Africa, g·iven that generally 

speaking the prospects of such industrialization are bound up with 

multinational co-operation. 




